**THE PRO KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Pro Kit Includes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT1000 Amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe Mic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dye Injector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection Mirror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LeakTronics Pro Kit brings the most advanced and easy to use leak detection equipment in the swimming pool industry. The Pro Kit includes the Phantom Powered LT1000 Amplifier, the heart of all LeakTronics kits. With the LT1000, all LeakTronics powered add-ons can be added to the kit for enhanced listening when you decide to purchase new equipment. The Pro kit is used throughout the swimming pool industry on concrete, gunite, fiberglass, composite and vinyl liner applications. The Pro Kit comes ready to use with both the PoolScope™ and PipeMic™ for listening and locating leaks at drains, lights, fittings, skimmers, side suction, structural cracks and anywhere a leak appears. The PipeMic™ locates leaks in lines from 1/2 inch to 10 inches, at spa venturis, skimmer lines, and more. New to Leak Detection? Start with a Pro Kit and add equipment as you need it.

Price: $1840
The Pro Complete Includes:

- LT1000 Amplifier
- Pool Scope
- Pipe Mic
- Deck Plate
- Soil Probe
- Pressure Rig
- Injection Plugs
- Compression Plugs
- Video Scope
- Dye Injector
- Inspection Mirror
- Flashlight
- Headphones
- Carrying Case

LeakTronics Pro Complete offers a complete leak detection kit that features the Phantom Powered LT1000 Amplifier, the heart of all LeakTronics kits. The Pro Complete Kit includes a multitude of add-ons that offer more versatility in your leak detecting. This includes a pressure testing kit, a deck plate, the soil probe with extension and a micro camera with dye injector that allows the user to see in lines, light niches, deep skimmer throats and other hard to reach places. The Pro Complete Kit is used throughout the swimming pool industry on concrete, gunite, fiberglass, composite and vinyl liner applications. It includes everything you need to perform professional swimming pool leak detections.

Price: $2,900

All Leaktronics Kits come with:
- A complete technical manual
- A 2 year limited warranty
- Unlimited Customer Support
The FLASH Complete

LeakTronics Patented FLASH Leak Locating System identifies leaks from within lines and transmits a signal at the precise location of the leak. The FLASH unit can be used to locate leaks and pipe separations in swimming pools, plumbing, HVAC and gas lines, water mains, sewer and a multitude of other applications. It can be used in lines ranging from 1 to 60 inches in diameter. The LeakTronics FLASH can also be used for underground line location.

Price: $2,930

The FLASH Add-On

The FLASH Add-On comes with all the functionality of the FLASH Complete without the LT1000 and Headphones you already have in your main kit.

Price: $2470
The VILO Complete Includes:
- LT1000 Amplifier
- VILO Transmitter
- VILO Receiver
- Pool Scope
- Wall Probe
- Floor Probe
- Grounded Cables
- Ground Rod
- Headphones
- Durable Carrying Case

The VILO vinyl liner leak location system pinpoints vinyl liner leaks by distributing a small square voltage charge throughout the pool. As this flow of electricity finds a ground point, the VILO receiver will identify precisely where the leak is in the liner.

Price: $1950

The VILO Add-On

The VILO Add-On comes with all the functionality of the VILO Complete without the LT1000 and Headphones you already have in your main kit.

Price: $1450
The PG-2 Pulse Generator Complete

PVC and plastic pipes cannot be located in a conventional way because they don’t carry an electrical current. LeakTronics Pulse Generator applies a gentle “pulse” that transmits a clearly audible sound throughout the pipe that is being located. When attached to a pressure line, the Pulse Generator’s sound resonates through the line and any lines attached to it. LT1000 Amplifier and Pipe Probe listen to precisely identify the location of plumbing and pipes under soil, grass, landscape, concrete or asphalt.

Price: $2,130

The Pulse Add-On

The PG-2 Stand Alone is for contractors who currently have electronic listening equipment and would like to enhance their arsenal with superior line tracing capabilities.

Price: $980
**The Hand Held Video Pro Includes:**
- 65 Foot Fiberglass Cable w/ Dye Injector
- Stainless Steel Reel for Cable w/ Monitor Connector
- Pipe Guides (to assist in tight turns)
- Rechargeable Battery & Battery Indicator
- Standard Includes FL.ASH: Technology
- 15 Includes A Meter Counter
- 120° Viewing Ability
- Adjustable White LEDs
- Recordable SD Card
- Monitor Shade
- Durable Carrying Case

**Hand-Held Video Pro Cameras**

The Hand Held Video standard and 15 Cameras are the best visual aids of the LeakTronics arsenal. Offering high resolution sight in pipes ranging from 1 inch in diameter and up. The standard HHVP can be used on a straight run in a 1 1/2 inch line (no guide) and can also be maneuvered in 2 inch to 60 inch lines. The HHVP 15 offers straight runs in 1 inch pipes and corners 90 degree elbows in 1 1/2" pipes with ease. With the included dye injector, the Hand Held Video Pro Cameras locate blockages and leaks fast. Together with the CamVac, the Hand Held Video Pro Cameras see leaks inside pipes like never before.

Price: HHVP Standard $1,840
Price: HHVP 15 $1,905

**The Hand Held Video Pro Specifications:**
- 7 inch LCD Screen w/ 320 x 960 Pixel Resolution
- AC/DC Power Supply
- 512hz FL.ASH: Transmitter on the Standard Model
- Precise Meter Counter on the HHVP 15
- 65 foot Cable
- Adjustable LED Lights
The Plumber’s Kit

The Plumber’s Kit Includes:
The Plumber’s Kit Includes:
LT1000 Amplifier
Pipe Probe and Extension
Magnetic Listening Disc
3 Inch Listening Disc
Soft Sided Listening Disc
Large Deck Plate
Pressure Rig
Compression Plugs
Injection Plugs
Headphones
Durable Carrying Case
Water Resistant Carrying Bag

When pipes leak, the pressure from the water rushing out at the point of the leak causes vibrations. The equipment in LeakTronics Plumber’s Leak Detection Kit is designed to specifically identify the point of any leak in any situation. Under floors or behind walls and cabinetry, under concrete, raised foundations, under soil or ground cover – anywhere a leak manifests itself.

Determining whether the noise heard is the actual leak or background noise is made easier with the technology inside the Pipe Probe, Listening Disc and Deck Plate. All three components provide outstanding transference of sound which is relayed through the Phantom Powered LT1000 Amplifier.

Price: $3,163
The Swimming Pool Bundle - Includes Online Training

The LeakTronics Swimming Pool Pro Bundle comes with the following equipment and now includes our Online Swimming Pool Leak Detection Training Course FREE – an $1800 added value!

Price: $7890

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Bundle Includes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Leak Detection Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro Complete Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.L.A.S.H. Add-On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Held Video Pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.L.A.S.H. Receiver (Scanner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi Purpose Pipe Probe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our Mic Technology

The PoolScope

LeakTronics Mics offer unmatched accuracy for precise leak detection in pools, spas, pipes and plumbing lines, water features and any water bearing vessel.

Mic Prices: $550 Each

The PipeMic

The SM-1 SideMic

The Deck Plate

The Deck Plate (™) with advanced noise filtering technology makes listening through concrete, brick, rock or any other solid surface simple.

Price: Small: $550 Large: $680

The Multi Purpose Pipe Probe

The Multi Purpose Pipe Probe is one of the most multifaceted tools in the leak detection industry. The Probe is the result of combining a soil probe and a magnetic contact mic into one versatile tool.

Price: $680
The CamVac System
A Revolution In Leak Detection

The CamVac is a non-invasive way to locate a leak in all types of plumbing. Using controlled vacuum, the CamVac System draws air from outside of the pipe, allowing the camera to locate and isolate the precise area where the leak is occurring.

The CamVac Complete Includes:
1 - Controllable Pump
1 - CamVac Assembly (w/pressure gauge, valve, drain canister)
1 - Length of Connector Hose
2 - 1/2 Inch Compression Plugs
2 - 2 Inch Compression Plugs
1 - Water Resistant Duffle Bag

WHEN ORDERED WITH SELECTED OPTIONS:

- CamVac System $690
- With Standard Hand Held Video Pro. $2430
- With Hand Held Video Pro 15 $2540
Small Video Inspection Camera

The Small Hand Held Video Camera with dye injector is perfect for getting eyes on hard to reach places. The Camera head is small enough so that it fits inside swimming pool return lines, skimmer lines, spa jets and spa suction as well as many hard to see places. Users are also able to see behind appliances, cabinets, under and or behind air conditioning units and water heaters.

Price: $295

F.L.A.S.H. Receiver

The F.L.A.S.H. Receiver contains state of the art sensors which receive signals from the Hand Held Video Pro or from the F.L.A.S.H. Leak Location System. It can pick up the 512hz signal under concrete, dirt, rock, soil and water. The analog meter and external speaker allow users to pinpoint the area where the camera head or F.L.A.S.H. mic is located.

Price: $1208
The Pressure Test Kit
The Pressure Test Kit is used to pressure test lines in swimming pools, plumbing and irrigation.

Price: $295

The Pressure Testing Kit Includes:
- Injection Rig with 1 Pressure Gauge
- One (1) 15 Inch Injection Plug
- One (1) 2 Inch Injection Plug
- Four (4) 15 Inch Compression Plugs
- Four (4) 2 Inch Compression Plugs

Red Line Professional Pressure Test Kits
Red Line Professional Pressure Test Kits include plugs for pressure testing lines.

THE UNIVERSAL PLUG KIT
Price: $575
60 Pieces In Kit

THE SERVICE PLUG KIT
Price: $435
40 Pieces In Kit

THE CLOSED PLUG KIT
Price: $390
39 Pieces In Kit
The Torque Lock™ Staple is a revolutionary technique used to repair structural cracks on any solid cement based surface. Using its patented Cam Lock™ technique, it stabilizes the concrete crack by creating up to 5000 lbs of compression torque for each staple installed.

**The TLR-90**  
Price: $389  
Complete Staple Kit Includes:  
- 5 - 90 degree staples  
- 15 - Anchor Bolt sets  
- 5 - Posts with Cams  
- 1 Unit Epoxy  
- Complete Installation Guide  
- Torque Lock Marking Template

**The TLR-45**  
Price: $389  
Complete Staple Kit Includes:  
- 5 - 45 degree staples  
- 15 - Anchor Bolt sets  
- 5 - Posts with Cams  
- 1 Unit Epoxy  
- Complete Installation Guide  
- Torque Lock Marking Template

**The TL-10**  
Price: $367  
Complete Staple Kit Includes:  
- 5 - 6 inch staples  
- 5 - 3 inch staples  
- 1 Unit Epoxy  
- An Installation guide  
- Torque Lock Marking Templates

**The TL-30**  
Price: $1051  
Complete Staple Kit Includes:  
- 15 - 6 Inch Staples  
- 15 - 3 Inch Staples  
- 3 Units Epoxy  
- Complete Installation Guide  
- Torque Lock Marking Templates

**The TL-50**  
Price: $1735  
Complete Staple Kit Includes:  
- 25 - 6 inch staples  
- 25 - 3 inch staples  
- 5 Units Epoxy  
- Complete Installation Guide  
- Torque Lock Marking Templates
PipeFuze is a 2-part low pressure injection system that both fills and seals areas in a pipe where leaks occur. When a pipe is running under concrete, behind a pool or wall on in a place where destructive construction might seem like the only option to fix the pipe, PipeFuze offers another option.
Hands On Leak Detection Training

Learn from the founder, inventor and CEO of LeakTronisics, Darren Merlob, with an intensive 1 day hands-on training course that will teach you invaluable techniques in professional leak detection. What you’ll learn will guide you through your business practices and leak detections. Whether in business for yourself, or adding value to the company you work for – professional leak detectors are in demand.

If you are handy, you will catch on quickly and if you’re a novice, our equipment is easy to learn and the understanding of how it’s used is easy to comprehend when taught by an industry veteran. What you’ll learn will allow you to stand out above your competitors and earn top dollar while being successful in the leak detection industry.

**HANDS ON POOL TRAINING: $5300**

**HANDS ON PLUMBER’S TRAINING: $4900**

- Equipment is Included in the Price of the 1 Day Course
- Practical "On the Job" Training is Instructed
- Unlimited Technical Support; We’re there to Back You Up!
- Company Listing on our Leak Professional Referrals Page.
- Additional Add-on Components for our Kits are Available.
- LeakTronisics Customers Enjoy Early Notification when we create new equipment.
Online Leak Detection Training

Online Training Courses from LeakTronics offer the professional training that LeakTronics founder Darren Merlob is known for providing, with extensive details on the how-to’s of Leak Detection, along with the educational facets of successfully transitioning your skills into a lifelong business. Online Training can be applied to employees at your company, or can be used to take the next step to stop outsourcing work and instead, get paid to provide professional leak detections in-house.

Your virtual training is all encompassing and remains available for you to reference after you’ve completed the course. You’ll learn techniques and methods that goes beyond how to accurately locate all leaks. You’ll learn the psychology of dealing with customers, submitting the proper findings, best business practices to make you stand out in your field and of course, how to get paid for your work.

**ONLINE POOL TRAINING: $4200**

**ONLINE PLUMBER’S TRAINING: $4400**

- Equipment is Included in the Price of Online Courses
- Practical “On the Job” Training is Instructed
- Unlimited Technical Support; We’re there to Back You Up!
- Company Listing on our Leak Professional Referrals Page.
- Additional Add-on Components for our Kits are Available.
- LeakTronics Customers Enjoy Early Notification when we create new equipment.
Swimming Pool Inspection Training and Certification

Swimming pool inspections must include proper leak detections. Without them, a pool isn’t truly inspected and the results of an improper inspection can be costly! The need for proper pool inspections is continuing to grow with every property sold with a pool, every insurance claim made and every single pool installed. The opportunity to develop your own successful business, and to be the go-to professional in your community for complete swimming pool inspections and leak detections is here, now!

LeakTronics has teamed up with the ACSPI to Certify trained inspection technicians and to raise the bar on the inspection industry. Until now, pool inspections have only been visual. We’ve changed that. We’re upping the standards by which inspectors operate and helping ensure that a pool meets all recommended guidelines before use, sale or property transfer.

Our extensive online training course covers how to inspect and verify the safety, functionality and operation of a customer’s pool, spa and water features. You'll assure a customer that if any leaks exist, they will be identified and that their equipment is thoroughly inspected for issues that might need repair or replacement.

Course Price: $5400

TRAINING BENEFITS INCLUDE:
- Knowing you have the Industry’s Best Training.
- Gaining Worksit Efficiency and Cost Reductions.
- Having the Ability to Serve Additional Client Bases.
- Creating Real Value in your Community.
- Building a Repeat Loyal Customer Base.
- Guaranteeing a Solid ROI with Expertise in your Field.
- Multi-Point Video Inspection Training.

THE COURSE INCLUDES:
- Complete 300 Point Inspection Checklist
- LeakTronics Pro Complete Leak Detection Kit
- Complete Leak Detection and Inspection Training
- Complete Customer Service and Support
- Lifetime Access to the Online Training Modules
- Paperwork, Marketing Aids and more...

Visit www.SwimmingPoolInspectors.com TO LEARN MORE
LeakTronics brand Leak Detection Equipment is manufactured in-house and completely innovates the traditional tools and methods of leak detection that have plagued the market for decades. LeakTronics equipment is manufactured to the technical aspects and durability required for working with modern day pool and plumbing equipment.

For discovering swimming pool and plumbing leaks wherever they happen – below slabs, in cement, gunite, shotcrete, vinyl liners, in homes, pools, spas, fountains and any type of plumbing that carries water or fluid. LeakTronics equipment guarantees detection with precise and accurate results, every time.

Visit our websites to learn more about what we do and how you can take advantage of our online and hands on training courses and all the products we manufacture.

www.LeakTronics.com

TORQUE-LOCK
A ROCK SOLID SOLUTION TO STRUCTURAL CRACK REPAIR

www.Torque-Lock.com

LAUNCH A POOL INSPECTION CAREER

www.SwimmingPoolInspectors.com

PIPEFUZE

www.PipeFuze.com
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